
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Cyber security is a growing challenge for all organi-
zations. In the past two decades, companies have de-
veloped a huge amount of ICT infrastructures based 
on important information for their businesses, and 
many practices have been developed through these in-
novation processes. A specific domain of these inno-
vation processes is represented by industries that 
manage railway infrastructures, public utilities, nu-
clear plants, communication infrastructures, and so 
on. These companies’ businesses are not just manag-
ing private businesses, but they deal with public in-
terests and strategic resources like power, water, 
transports and so on.  

From the past, these businesses were intended 
as developed through local practices and knowledge 
and shared initially through the market at local or na-
tional level. Today, everything seems to be driven 
globally. On this new scenario, organizations must be 
aware that their industrial plants are even more con-
nected through the internet based protocols. It means 

that potentially every industry is permanently under 
‘observation’ from ‘outside’, and that their data and 
industrial processes must be guaranteed not only by 
technological physical artefacts and surveilled 
boundaries from potential “attackers”. Their security 
depends also by the protections thoroughly the virtual 
world. Through Internet, industries have to devote 
their attention against information theft, dangerous 
tentative to destroy part or all of their infrastructure 
for many different, not ever competitive, reasons 
(Macaulay & Singer 2012).  

Otherwise, many events, often malicious, im-
pose new constraints on the organization if they want 
to survive. Security policies, protocols, detecting 
practices and incidents/alerts management, are just 
some organizational practices with which to manage 
knowledge about security in the organization and to 
counter external cyber-attacks.  

Historically organizational studies and man-
agement studies has been able to explore in many di-
rection the safety’s issues and through them has been 
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able to suggest many relevant aspects on how organ-
izations become dangerous for people inside and out-
side the organizations.  
On the basis of an interdisciplinary cooperative anal-
ysis conducted on data emerging from the MUMBA 
project (Multi-Faceted Metrics for ICS Business Risk 
Analysis) active at the Institute for Security at the 
Lancaster University, we would present some prelim-
inary findings of a special relationship between prac-
tices of security and practices of safety in industrial 
environment. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Risk is one of the main growing fields in in-

dustrial management. In the recent past IT literature 
has started providing many works related to how pro-
tect brands, data, IT infrastructures, local sites, local 
technologies for productive sites and so on. Many 
events and critical incidents are emerged to show how 
relevant and dangerous could be any attack provided 
to industrial plants or public utilities around the 
world. It is well represented by different international 
databases and by many works (Bayuk et al. 2012; 
Knapp & Langill 2011; Radvanovsky & Brodsky 
2013). These works suggest that almost all economic 
sectors (Fig.1) are interested and, because is difficult 
to know exactly how many attacks are addressed to 
the companies, it clear that the industrial risk is a per-
sistent and widely explored field present in the 
agenda of any country.  

The industrial risk is strictly connected to the 
knowledge of what the company are producing and to 
the physical and technological environment present in 
a plant. Historically it was a myth that industrial pro-
cesses were immune by attacks because the environ-
ment outside the plant were separated from techno-
logical instruments adopted to manage it. 
Furthermore, as point out by many reports, until fif-
teen years ago ICS were based on proprietary code 
and standards, ICS operated in a benign environment 
and protocols and protocol implementations were 
therefore simple and  not hardened against attacks. In 
this scenario hackers were not interested in ICS. But 
what it is important for us is that the knowledge was 
relevant at local level, regarding specific workplaces 
and a small set of experts. Nobody else was inter-
ested.   
This was a scenario developed also for managing 
knowledge on companies, about safety. Safety has 
been studied by scholar considering mainly manage-
ment issues, but after it had become clear that it de-
pends from organizational cultures and the way peo-
ple do their job in the organizations (Taylor 2012). In 
other words, as pointed out by Taylor, safety needs 

to take in account that different levels in an or-
ganisation have different influences on the safety-
culture. These levels need to be understand 
through their workplaces. Executive and senior 
management, middle managers, supervisors and 
workforce teams are differently involved in this 
process. All the employees are requested to com-
prehend what safety means in a specific organi-
zational environment. The researches have to 
consider these workplaces to move forward until 
the top management strategies, including discur-
sive practices in different community of practices 
(Gherardi & Nicolini 2000).  

In these works, “safety” still represented as some-
thing constructed along relationship present in the 
workplaces. Understanding what happen at a lo-
cal level in every specific practice acted along the 
day work in the workplaces when people are in 
permanent interaction with other actors and tech-
nologies too, open a new way to look at safety in 
a sociotechnical environment (Bruni & Gherardi 
2007; Luff et al. 2000; Latour 2005). In this way 
safety is best managed and understood if we put 
in light local practices and every performance 
that people arrange around them (Suchman 1995; 
Luff et al. 2000).  

Fig.1 US ICS-CERT agency incident reporting 2014 

Risk is a relational topic as well. As shown by Bo-
holm & Corvellec (2011), risk is something culturally 
constructed and his relevance is built through by or-
ganizational practice. They point out the theme that a 
risky situation at least requires a “risk object” a “rela-
tion” and an “object of risk”. “The relationship encap-
sulates the proprieties the observer considers promi-
nent, rather than reflecting the properties of the 
objects as such. One could therefore say that relation-
ships of risk are expressions of cultural preferences” 
(Boholm & Corvellec 2011: 180). Risk is a cultural 



based issue and its relevance in an industrial site de-
pends on the representation of its relevance, causal 
implications and strategic priority.  
From these issues, we can assess some general as-
sumptions that put safety and security in touch. Both 
are knowledge based organizational activities, driven 
locally and dependent on the sociotechnical environ-
ment and organizational culture available at work-
place level. Many contributors studying safety have 
provided relevant theoretical assumptions. Among 
many we can refer to the work of Turner (1997), Ras-
mussen (1983), Reason (2000) and Leveson (2004). 
Combining their work and Schein’s theory on organ-
izational culture (2010) helps moving to more recent 
related work on what culture does in organizations. 
Complex organizations like those that manage power 
grids, water systems, or nuclear plants have to con-
sider this multiplicity. We can assume that there are 
many practices addressed to future risks following 
different orders and organizational strategic con-
straints. However, adopting the organizational studies 
approach, we can assume that risk and safety are both 
collective, situated and constructed by enacting prac-
tices around it (Gherardi 2009).  Through these prac-
tices we have “to understand how unintentional and 
intentional actions can result in systemic faults and 
failures that could impact safe and reliable operation 
in today modern industrial processes” (Macaulay & 
Singer, 2012: 16). Again, these authors point out that 
through practices we often find opportunities for fail-
ure modes and processes on a day-to-day basis that go 
largely unnoticed. Giving attention to these event 
helps when something anomalous occurs. The analy-
sis of the relation between risk and safety have to start 
from everyday practices and from the knowledge they 
represent. This work aims at exploring the challenges 
that this “new” field represents for organizational 
studies.  

3 FIELDWORK 
 
Analysis data is provided by a qualitative case studies 
research design intended to build a set of metrics. It is 
developed in collaboration with the cyber security 
management in the industrial sites of two big national 
UK companies. These companies are active in differ-
ent domains and their activity is relevant to national 
infrastructures and to many public utilities. Further-
more these companies are important players for large 
public clients in many countries over the world and in 
many sectors. They offer tailored solution to tackle 
with cybercrime and cyber-attacks in the industrial 
sector. They also develop many other products as 
well. For example they develop specific technologies 
for communications and imaging analysis through 

CCTV protected environments. They have important 
competences in safety and in risk management, and 
are well known for this at the national and interna-
tional levels.  
During a period of eight months, meetings and dia-
logues at different level were organised with these 
companies, in different contexts. Progressively they 
have started to share their experiences with different 
customers and in different case studies. We have 
made ethnographic observations of these meetings 
and many interviews with managers involved in in-
dustrial security. In addition, we have carried a few 
interviews that were theoretically sampled, with an 
engineer in the water sector, a couple of hackers ex-
pert in ICS, and a couple of consultants on security in 
industry plants. Finally, two days at a national confer-
ence in ICS were included in the observation sessions. 
Settling some public rhetorical assumptions on risks 
in industry was an important first step. 
 
Table 1. Organizational knowledge spread by differ-
ent roles. 

N Role ICS Sector Organisation 

10 Engineers in 
IT 

Development of soft-
ware for ICS: detecting, 
penetration test, mitiga-
tion, networks 

Various companies 

3 Engineer Maintenance Utility companies 
3 Security 

manager 
Security policy and team 
in organizations 

Utility companies 

3 Vendor Appliances for ICS Industry 
2 Security ex-

pert (ex-
hacker) 

Hidden market malware, 
post-event analysis, fix-
ing 

CEOs of their own companies 

1 Technical 
Engineer 

Network reliability, pen-
etration test in industry 

CEO of own company 

1 Engineer PLCs testing Power company 
1 Scholar Risk & safety analysis University 
1 Scholar ICS analysis University 

 
Data analysis of transcribed interviews and fieldwork 
notes were carried following an ethnographic, reflex-
ive, grounded-theory approach focused on connecting 
concepts, emerging issues, labelling and comment-
ing. According to this, data analysis has been devel-
oped assuming the framework of the social construc-
tion of qualitative research. Its openness fosters the 
researcher’s responsibility on theoretical work (Hol-
stein & Gubrium 2013). 

4 FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
A core issue, when seeking data on industrial secu-
rity, is dealing with the scarcity of open doors for re-
searchers to collect data from companies. Many con-
tacts had to be woven for a long time between 
researchers and management to obtain cooperation. In 
fact, security, instead of safety, is an open issue, 
something strictly related to the companies' brand.  



When researchers visit companies to explore ICS risk 
issues, many frameworks emerge from the field. 
Some frameworks come up through the manager's vi-
sion, although they are not easily involved in this 
topic.  When working on safety there are protocols, 
guidelines, internal manuals, norms and so on that are 
a clear starting point to evaluate what companies are 
doing. Comparing companies’ prescriptions and 
norms is a well-defined task.  
Risk analysis, unfortunately, brings little guaranteed 
result. Even after developing the best security condi-
tions, as prescribed by norms, one can still be missing 
many (potential) holes that technologies and proto-
cols cannot cover at all. For these reasons companies 
are not happy to open their doors to researchers at any 
level, in particular at production sites. This is also the 
probable reason why organizational studies are not 
exploring this specific issue much. 
However, organizations have several social con-
structed frameworks useful to explore risk manage-
ment. For this preliminary paper we concentrate our 
attention on three main levels: management, local se-
curity engineers and security consultants. 
 

4.1 Manager’s knowledge and official 
representations 

Managers’ frameworks on risk is probably the more 
interesting element when observing the social con-
struction of risk. Managers know what the risks are 
for their companies and they are aware of many the 
implications of this topic. Several surveys show that 
managers know how critical an industrial sector is un-
der threats. At the same time a strong commitment on 
what should be done to deal with risk is not always 
part of their agenda. For instance, many companies 
have just one person dedicated to this activity as a se-
curity manager (Piggin 2015). Often, this task is pro-
vided by IT managers that have a point of view not 
comparable to the one of industrial engineers. As 
pointed out in an interview with a consultant: 
“Often the security governance in not an issue for the manage-
ment. They are worried to consider too much their consultants 
or their managers because of the ‘probability of risk’ in their in-
dustrial sites. As usual you have got many alerts from a sites in 
the field but usually they are rarely due to cyber-attacks. So this 
event can be used against strong investments on security. Fortu-
nately because of the brand economy view, many managements 
are changing their strategic position on this.” [C2: Foods].  
The managers of the companies we have met agree 
with this situation and confirm that internal report on 
security rarely have great diffusion at the board. One 
reason are the costs of the investments, and another 
reason is the internal organization. Adopting a new 
competence or a new risk manager stresses the stabil-

ity of the organization. Also, in industrial control sys-
tems, risk is intended as a convergence between auto-
mation issues (PLCs, SCADAs, etc.) and IT architec-
ture (protocols, access and identity, local 
resilience…). 
Organizations have not much time to deal with these 
issues, and yet they still tend to miss concrete repre-
sentations of the damages that cyber-attacks can 
cause their businesses. A possible explanation is the 
differentiation of points of views at different organi-
zational roles. 
Another concern regards international standards and 
certifications. Companies’ governance must deal with 
these, especially when they deal with public custom-
ers or become a global player. However, not all stand-
ards are the same. Some of them address governance, 
others deal with technical structures. Nonetheless, 
standards are an institutional and international dis-
course on security that companies use to certify their 
security performances. 
“Some standards are addressed at a very high level, and this is 
important because if you want to write a norm for all players the 
standard have to be “high”. Of course, it keeps you far from spe-
cific details. Further, there are technical standards that are abso-
lutely different from each other. They are really specific and usu-
ally they are addressed directly to the engineers not to the 
management. Managers are used to work on the compliance with 
the international standards as the 27001 that require specific re-
sponsible roles in the companies. But, locally, there are many 
‘tailored” solutions that can reduce the effective technical im-
pact of the standards” [C2: Public utilities IT manager]. 
Despite the low evidence of attacks in medium sized 
industries, managements – mainly the ones driving 
public utilities – have to deal with security at a grow-
ing rate. The past has shown only a few well-known 
events in big industries. However, the perception that 
all companies should be dealing with security issues 
and should intervene on the organizational 
knowledge management of risk has become concrete. 

4.2 Local security engineers: exploring the 
workplace level.  

While	working	with	people	 involved	 at	 different	
organizational	 levels,	 we	 observed	 that	 many	
workplace	practices	are	not	represented	as	“dan-
gerous”	unless	organizations	change	 their	repre-
sentations	 of	 industrial	 cyber	 risks.	 In	 addition,	
knowledge	 available	 in	 organizations	 about	 ICS	
cyber	risk	is	not	available	through	all	roles	and	op-
erators.	In	local	sites,	division	of	labour	is	relevant	
to	understand	that	knowledge	on	safety	and	secu-
rity	 is	not	managed	 in	 the	 same	way.	 Security	 is	
mainly	a	novel	IT-related	issue.	Instead,	safety	is	
an	 almost	 acquired	 public	 knowledge,	 fixed	 by	
many	rules	and	managed	by	automation	engineers	
and	safety	devices.	Usually,	about	cyber	security,	it	



is	very	difficult	to	share	perception	and	discourses	
between	different	workplaces.	Control	centres	on	
security	are	built	remotely	since	they	manage	data	
coming	 out	 from	 many	 different	 sites	 and	 from	
many	devices	 (e.g.	 SCADA).	 Safety	 issues	are,	 in-
stead,	 managed	 locally	 according	 to	 numerous	
documents	 and	 protocols	 already	 provided	 by	
standards	and	safety	policies,	procedures	and	de-
vices.		
“These people here, at the remote centre, only see a restricted 
view. They have very little power over the operational process 
going on. So, if an alarm comes in, there is not much that they 
can do about it other than ring somebody to sort it out. There 
might be some limited functionality: if a very basic alarm came 
in from a device, they might reset that device remotely but it 
wouldn’t go beyond that. [Instead] the people here at the local 
level have a very very detailed view of what is going on at the 
operational site. They know it at an engineering level [...]. [At 
the remote centre], if a high level of this alarm comes in, they 
only know that it is important, either [from experience] or be-
cause it is a number “5” on a criticality scale. Other than that, 
they do not have an engineering view of what is going on.” [T1: 
Power engineer] 
As reported by other works, a better convergence be-
tween safety and security still constitutes an oppor-
tunity for many companies. Many issues emerge from 
the separation of these two points of view that in big 
companies become two concrete and thoroughly dif-
ferent structures. Lack in communication between the 
two could offer more useful informed practices on se-
curity (Piggin 2013). Research data shows that soci-
otechnical environment dedicated to safety and spe-
cific practices learned around it are different and 
remain separated from security practices (Gherardi 
2009). What is clear from our data is that people 
should be informed and trained continuously about 
how these two hierarchically separated worlds have 
in fact many links that oblige them to work in parallel. 
A typical situation is when automation devices are 
stressed by maintenance crew for safety reasons. En-
gineers think about this situation locally. They know 
the physical constraints in depth, they have experi-
ence with the most common critical events, how to 
safely restore the system and put it again in produc-
tion. However, in their minds, as we will show later, 
there is a clear hierarchy in their professional cultural 
assumptions: saving money and maintaining the pro-
duction effective stand above all goals.  
Managers are evaluated mainly on the production of 
their sites. Managers’ bonuses depend on production 
performance: they are rarely connected to safety or 
worse, security. At local level, engineers are not in-
terested in communicating too much to their hierar-
chy about critical alerts registered on the field. Pro-
duction has to be maintained: if alarms come in and 
they are able to “solve the problem”, for example re-
setting a PLC, not much care is paid to other things as 
long as the system works. Concerns arise only after 

an event happens so often that it could be related to a 
cyber-attack. Production comes before anything else. 
Again, if an alarm comes in and it is known to be ac-
tually dangerous, safety procedures are applied as 
prescribed by protocols and all the personnel have to 
follow them. 
“If a severe alarms comes in, there are specific procedures even 
for people like cleaners, receptionists and those people in roles 
completely separate. If the alarm was that severe on that site, 
there would be an alert, some kind of notifications for everybody 
on that site. Then all have to follow the procedure… Just like a 
fire alarm, if you think about a fire alarm you have to stand up 
in front of the building or things like that. […] It would be as-
sumed in the first instance there is either a problem with the in-
strumentation itself that is monitoring that signal, or with the de-
vice responsible for generating the alarm, the RTU, the siren 
itself, the configuration of the SCADA workstations, the PLC, 
etc. It would be blamed on everything but an external threat ac-
tor. I think if it was something severe and you went and reboot 
something and the alarm went away and it fixes the problem, it 
depends from management to management, different types of 
facilities, but some managers would be very keen on exploring 
that further” [T2: Power engineer]. 
According to the experience of this engineer, 
knowledge about alarm situations is continuously 
lost. On the one hand, very few specific traces of these 
events are collected, and on the other hand, if an im-
portant alarm happens the official protocols must be 
followed. Although many maintenance activities are 
recorded in great details, their readability as security 
issues is quite limited. Engineers' tales are about get-
ting things working safely, rarely securely. In fact, 
alarms at local sites are managed mostly as technical 
failures. It is only after multiple occurrences and mul-
tiple device replacements that an alarm could be in-
terpreted as a security issue.  
It must be also considered that people at lower levels 
are probably at the lower paid income of the company 
and their culture is neither strategic nor oriented to 
understand their workplace as a part of a big design. 
This consideration highlights the importance of or-
ganisational granularity at the local level. 

Managers tends to reduce the impact of security 
policies because of their cost. Also, security managers 
tend to emphasize alert analysis because those critical  
and well documented are few.  

4.3 Security consultants 
Going through field data, a way to approach security 
practices and discursive practices as well is to under-
stand the different orders that companies manage 
along their activities. In this perspective, security is 
an “imagined” order opposed to a disorder created by 
attackers. Both security teams and hackers could be 
represented in potential opposite scenarios happening 
in an organization. In fact, a starting point of hackers 



is to cohabit with workers in the workplaces in a hid-
den fashion. Many attacks start with a research by the 
attackers team on people's habits, on their passions, 
their feelings, their competency, family, networks, re-
lationships and so on. Attackers overlap with opera-
tors: they are not interested in taking an exclusive 
control of a system.   
“Hackers are interested in controlling machines in a shared way. 
Their only focus is to hide any action on the machine when they 
act at a local level. They program their actions in a way that they 
can be taken when nobody is controlling the target. Consider that 
these control machines are always on and active because they 
are so complex that it is impossible to switch them off without 
any dangerous effect. If they turn them off, they pray, because 
nobody really knows what could happen when they will be re-
started [H1: Security CEO]. 
Working on field sites requires learning the local op-
erator knowledge, both at the physical and practical 
level, and this learning process is usually hidden and 
covered by normal operator practices. The machines 
have a great stability, they must always be active and 
any strange behaviour is a threat to the hackers’ strat-
egy. 
“They have many procedures to stop and analyse any anomaly 
that are quite strong. If they launch these procedures they will be 
able to detect you. If they detect you, usually they would be well 
prepared and able to block you quickly. In these moments it is 
important to stop every action to avoid any alert. To avoid these 
risks, you schedule these activities when you are sure that no-
body can see you directly. Moments that are less crowded. When 
the attacks take place it is after many many days and months. It 
is also typical of classical attacks devoted to data extortion. 
When an attack is aiming at extracting data from an industrial 
site, they stay on it for a long time. In a case I had worked on, 
we discovered that the attacker were able to extract data for al-
most one year and an half” [H1: Security CEO]. 
Learning from the field is also a goal for hacker 
teams. They need to understand which activities are 
connected with a specific machine, when operators 
come in and work on it, in which way and so on. Such 
activities happen every busy day, with a lot of pro-
duction staff to manage, maintenance, upgrade of sys-
tems, tuning to get the machines active for the pro-
duction. 
“Many times, I had the feeling that in a design phase, when a 
designer starts to think about a possible attack or possible intru-
sions, for instance a worm, and investigate possible scenarios, 
often people say “Yes, well, it could be, but it is too much para-
noid of an approach”, or, sometimes people around say “It 
works, why are you guessing again on it, it works!” It comes 
more often from an automation engineer. In my experience, 
there aren’t specific experts of cyber security working exclu-
sively on industrial systems. They are represented just as sys-
tems designed by someone to produce something. And then 
come the operator and the IT manager. That’s all.” [C1: Security 
manager]. 
Considering the knowledge that must be managed in 
the workplace to fix such complex machines in a pro-
duction line, the problem is that sufficient useful 
knowledge is not always available. Many machines 
are legacy, other might be very complex, others have 

been recently substituted and so on. So, if an IT/secu-
rity manager comes to suggest a penetration test, that 
would not be welcome. 
“Note that in many industrial systems offensive experiments are 
forbidden. And many offensive security practices, such as sim-
ple port scanning, in an industrial context, could be potentially 
dangerous. A PLC could go down under a simple procedure like 
a port scan. The reason could be, on one hand, because the sys-
tem is a legacy system, and on the other hand, because the ma-
chine’s interactions are not completely understood. Sometimes 
operators do not know their system at all. […] So, you are often 
embarrassed. You don’t know how the industrial system works 
exactly, how it could react under your tests, you are not allowed 
to make penetrations test, nor to apply specific procedures that 
were not documented in the site… What can you do?  Often an 
error in these tests could cause trouble to the production, or 
worst it could hurt people as well. It is too dangerous, so you 
can’t do any test” [C2: Security manager]. 
Knowledge in industrial systems is something distrib-
uted in workplaces and following different practical 
competencies. The fieldwork shows that many 
knowledge holes persist that people cannot explore 
deeply, but that hackers are searching into. Hence, 
when a hacker finds a vulnerability they have a bit of 
knowledge that probably nobody has in the industrial 
site. Again, their knowledge starts putting together se-
curity issues (how can I use a hole in the system?) and 
safety issues (how can I damage the system through 
this hole?). 
In the fieldwork we point out the theme of knowledge 
repeatedly. From an organizational point of view, at-
tacks to industrial systems are a knowledge and rela-
tional fight. From the inside, it is quite clear that 
knowledge is something connected with places and 
time, answering the internal organizational question: 
“where and when something should happen”? Many 
studies have pointed out that the analysis unit should 
be the local practices. This organizational ‘brick’ can 
be defined through the practical knowledge available 
in organizations, historically represented within 
closed boundaries (Suchman 1995). What is im-
portant to recall here is the sociotechnical dimension 
of reality: design is a matter of socio-materiality 
strictly depending on knowledge and its distribution 
around organizations (Bjorg and Carsten 2014). A 
practice is a hybrid, a basic unit, that shows us that 
when we act it happens not “under the full control of 
consciousness; action should rather be felt as a node, 
a knot, and a conglomerate of many surprising sets of 
agencies that have to be slowly disentangled” (Latour 
2005: 44). Following this path we can assume that 
one of the most important practices undertaken by or-
ganizational actors is narrating accounts of everyday 
work life. These tales show the core of the job con-
nected to that practice; the process of the practice as 
social action, and eventually practices allow people to 
enhance the social construction of the reality. These 
accounts on workplace practices reveal what “doing 



do” in organizational life (Bruni Gherardi 2007; Czar-
niawska). 

One can argue that organizations are the field 
where discursive practices may give an account of 
what people experiment in the workplace, and a stra-
tegic way to produce new insights on it.  

5 CONCLUSION 
 

A simple model could be adopt to represent an or-
ganizational scenario to give a linear view of different 
layers where risk management matters. But, consid-
ering tales and workplaces, we need to represent how 
knowledge is distributed in the relational texture of 
organizations starting from the division of labour at 
workplace (Gherardi 2006; Carugati & Rossignoli 
2011). 
As suggested by Hilgartner “risk is not something that 
gets attached to technology after the engineers go 
home, when the press and public arrive. Risks are 
constructed constantly as technological networks 
evolve. Social scientists must abandon their post hoc 
approach to risk, and move analysis upstream to the 
arenas where specialized professionals are working 
most intensively to extend sociotechnical networks” 
(1992: 52).  
Again, this requires understanding that knowing is a 
situated activity and that knowing-in-practice is al-
ways a practical accomplishment. In organizations 
knowing is something that people do together in a 
workplace context. It is done in every mundane activ-
ity, when people work “together”. “It describes a web 
of relationships among people, material artefacts and 
activities and regard the question on how to connect 
them successfully with the field” (Gherardi, 2009: 
118).  
In the field, the professionals that we have identified 
as the main net of the knowledge-in-practice texture, 
working on the accounts about the local knowledge 
are: managers, engineers, IT security managers, hack-
ers and vendors. These roles represent different 
knowledge domains relevant to understanding, at the 
workplace level, what is relevant in term of risk for 
them (Green et al. 2014).  
On one hand, knowledge domains represented by 
managers, safety engineers, vendors are represented 
as fixed, durable, rational. Instead, on the other hand, 
the knowledge of hackers and security personnel are 
represented as vague and strategy dependent. In fact, 
these domains feature a lack of norms, protocols and 
shared knowledge on how security matter on com-
pany sites. This recalls the organizational concepts on 
boundaries developed by Lucy Suchman through 
which she showed that boundaries are a social matter 

(1995).  Every working group survives on a relation 
between owned social location and view of others so-
cial groups. These relationships sustain boundaries 
among organizational actors, “including boundaries 
between professional designers of technology and 
technology users. The distance of professional de-
signers from the sites and activities that are the sub-
jects/objects of their work has given rise to a range of 
techniques aimed at representing relevant others in 
ways responsive to design concerns” 1995: 59).  
Following this path, accounts are oriented to con-
struct and maintain such boundaries and preserve or-
ganizations from ungovernable confusion. At the 
same time, these accounts push organizations to apply 
standards and bureaucratic norms that institutionalize 
boundaries and practices useful to build an order in 
the organization. But, again, standard and norms are 
a waiver of any possible constructive communication.  
The main visible cleavage about risk accounts is be-
tween production and safety managements. Safety 
management is oriented towards protocols and proce-
dures and towards the quality of life in the work-
places. On the other hand, production wants things to 
work. Looking to our field, we can add that a new do-
main is driven by knowledge of security managers. 
They, more or less remotely, have to provide instruc-
tions and knowledge about risk in production sites. 
The matter here is that they are quite “new” in the in-
dustrial environment and they haven’t the legitimacy 
to act in a production site that belongs to another do-
main  since the boundaries of their domain are still 
under construction (Lave & Wenger 1991; Wenger-
Trayner et al. 2014). 
The security teams have many warnings to forward to 
business management that require money to fix up, 
and often they have to manage a knowledge that could 
potentially hurt production. The problem here is that 
they are not allowed to assess their knowledge do-
main because of the need to analyse the production 
and safety domain. But managers from production 
and from safety are scared by everything that could 
block the productions or damage any machineries. As 
collected accounts show, production requires specific 
and local settings that any experiment in security 
could disrupt. Just a port scanning in a PLC could be 
a dangerous activity, especially if the PLC is in a del-
icate production segment. 
In this way we have to consider the security managers 
as a third pole of knowledge that must be investi-
gated. 
The more visible answer of security managers is to 
pass through bureaucratic practices. They suggest to 
monitor specific aspects such as access procedures, 
firmware updates, external devices protocols and so 
on, by tracing every step provided by users. But, 



again, in a productive process this is not enough. 
Practices there are more complex and still need day-
by-day learning and adjustments.  

Eventually in some accounts it emerges that organ-
izations are growing in visibility and their brands 
could be increasingly  affected by security issues. 
People inside and outside the organizations are start-
ing to deal day-by-day security issues in a global per-
ception. When something has happened in a foreign 
country, it is broadcast in the media as a risk that 
could touch everyone directly. This is, again, socially 
constructed, and help to open the mind of business 
managers and employees about sometimes that can 
affect their industrial life. 
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